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Abstract: Estimating the budget for developing software is one of the prime tasks for software stakeholders. Good estimation increases the customer faith and goodwill for the development company. Many estimation techniques exist for estimating the cost of the software. Estimating reengineering projects are equally important. Researchers estimated cost of Reengineering using conventional algorithmic estimation methods. They also used classical software development approaches to perform reengineering. Conventional estimation methods are suitable in an environment where requirements are predefined and fixed. Practically, these methods can not fit in today’s software development environment. We need more realistic approach to estimate. Since a decade, we have witnessed a change in the Software development approaches. Now software development process is more people centric and realistic for their stakeholders. This change in process is due to Agile. Agile methodology has gained the interest of both customers as well as developers. The main objective of this research is to estimate the cost of reengineering with consensus based estimation technique of Scrum development methodology. Agile Reengineering model is also proposed for estimation and performing reengineering. Thus the research is aimed to provide a model, which not only helps in performing the reengineering estimations but also guides how to perform reengineering. Scrum approach with sprint iteration of three weeks is used to perform reengineering. Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) metric is applied to determine the complexity metrics for various classes of the software. Reengineering is performed to make the project more maintainable by reducing the CK metric complexity. Various tools used in this work include CK java Metric tool (CKJM) ver-1.9 for calculation of CK metrics suit, IBM Rational Rose ver.7.5 for Unified Modeling, Rapid Minor studio ver.7.1 for determining the reengineering requirements of the software.
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I. Introduction

Reengineering is aimed to improve the quality of the existing software [1]. It makes the system more maintainable and also extends the life expectancy [2]. It is essential to decide when to reengineer the system. Estimating cost and efforts are crucial to determine the feasibility of software development [3]. As we Estimate software development cost, similarly cost of reengineering should also be estimated.

Once the requirements for the reengineering of the system arise, it is required to estimate the cost needed to perform reengineering. The process of reengineering mainly includes three phases. The first phase is to analyze the existing system (Reverse Engineering), the second phase is to inculcate the required reengineering requirement (Transition) and last but not least, verify and validate the entire system (forward engineering).


The main problem with these existing methods is that they are not suitable in an environment where software requirements continuously keep changing. Traditional algorithmic methods are static. They worked well when software requirements are already known and fixed. So the need is to have a more realistic and flexible approach to determine the cost estimations for the reengineering process. For accurate estimations, it is essential to know what methodology will be used to perform reengineering. Use of right approach will positively affect the estimation accuracy. In this research work, Scrum approach of agile is used to
perform reengineering of the software. Agile methodology already gained lots of importance in today’s IT Industry [6][7]. Many Software development companies rely on Agile Methodology [8][9]. Agile is a fast and easy development methodology, and it also provides a quick response to change [10]. Chaos Report [11] compare the success rate of Agile and Waterfall’s approach for all size projects from the duration of 2009 to 2013. More than ten thousand projects were analyzed in this duration. The study by Chaos, measures the percentage of successful projects, challenged (Projects that missed time or cost or feature target) and failed projects. The analysis shows that agile methodology performed much better as compared to the waterfall approach. Comparison between waterfall and agile method for all sized project is given in Figure 1 below.

Thus the proposed research work uses the advantages of agility for reengineering cost estimations and implementation.

II. Related Work

Contribution of various researchers in field of reengineering, agile methodology and cost estimation is covered in this section.

A. Reengineering cost estimation
As defined by Chikofsky et al. [12] “Reengineering is both renovation and reclamation, are the examination and alteration of the software system to reconstitute it in a new form and the subsequent implementation of the new form”. Figure 2 shows General Reengineering model. Reengineering is performed using reverse, alteration, and forward engineering.

Many researchers contributed in estimation of reengineering cost. Table 1 shows cost estimation work of various researchers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr No</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Research contribution</th>
<th>Cost Estimation Method</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sneed [4],[14]</td>
<td>Estimated the cost of reengineering using eight analysis steps. Efforts were calculated using various factors like adjusted system size, quality adjustment factors, adjusted productivity factor, risk adjustment factor. Time is calculated using the modified COCOMO model.</td>
<td>Size, COCOMO</td>
<td>Used well-known Cost estimation method but algorithmic estimation is good when software requirements are already known and fixed and no further changes in the requirements required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Zou [15]</td>
<td>Estimated the efforts and cost of maintenance and reengineering using different estimation factors. Factors include the number of programs, input/output, subroutines, files, etc.</td>
<td>Size based Estimation</td>
<td>Estimation based on conventional Estimation Technique. The research considered various factors for an accurate estimate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tzerpos [16]</td>
<td>Research work Identified various cost/benefit factors for</td>
<td>Quality, Tool Support, Requirements</td>
<td>Proposed various qualitative factors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Singh et al.

Software reengineering based on quality, tool support, data conversion required and expert availability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4</th>
<th>Sood [17]</th>
<th>Estimated the reengineering cost using fault cost and defect cost.</th>
<th>Fault Cost, Defect Cost Based on Subjective measures to calculate values of reengineering cost. Used unadjusted function point count and a value adjustment factor.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Table 1.** Earlier reengineering cost estimation work.

**B. Agile Software development and Scrum**

According to Abrahamsson et al. [19], development method is agile when “Software development is incremental, communication of customer and developers is close and consistent, Method itself is easy to learn and modify and able to make last moment changes.” Agile methodology is very flexible in terms of adaptability in changing requirements. According to Ceschi et al. [20], companies using agile approach will have a better customer relationship, project planning satisfaction level, and change requirement adaptability as compared to plan based companies.

There are various Agile approaches [21][22] like Lean programming, Extreme Programming, United Process, Kanban, FDD (Feature-Driven Development), Scrum, Crystal, DSDM (Dynamic Systems Development Method). In this research work, Cost estimation and reengineering is performed using the Scrum approach of agile Methodology. Scrum is one of the highly used approaches for agile by software companies [22]. In the 12th annual state of agile report, version-one declared that the scrum continues to be a popular choice of the developers and users of scrum methodology is 56% as compared to other agile methods [23]. Role of Scrum is Significant when there is a need to make changes in the existing projects [19].

Scrum uses iterative and incremental development as shown in Figure 3 below.

In Scrum, user stories (Requirements) are collected by the development team in project backlog where these stories are prioritized and estimated, implemented in several iterations called sprints and incremented to achieve the final project. Each Sprint provides a working model to the user. Sprints are assigned with fixed timeframe, and the development team must implement the task or story by the end of the timeframe. The development team here does not mean programmer only. Tester, Programmers, Analyst, a Database administrator can be part of the development team. Daily 10-15 minutes Scrum meetings are the key for successful sprint implementations. Scrum approach is having six significant roles [19] identified as Scrum Master, Product Owner, Scrum Team, Customer, Management. Team starts the project with the first setting product backlog. User stories in the product backlog are identified with initial 2-3 hrs of interaction with a customer. Scrum process is shown in Figure 4. The whole process is divided into three parts, planning Phase, development phase and then post-development phase.

**Figure 3.** Scrum process [24]

**Figure 4.** Scrum Process [19]

Story points are assigned to each user story using estimation technique.
C. Planning Poker in Scrum

Planning poker also called Scrum Poker is one of the trusted estimation technique used in the Scrum approach [25]. As stated [26] "Planning poker combines expert opinion, analogy, and disaggregation into an enjoyable approach to estimating that results in quick but reliable estimates. Participants in planning poker include all of the developers on the team." Planning Poker is based upon the old estimation technique named as Delphi. In this technique, estimations were based upon the elicitation and judgment. Usman et al. [27] have identified planning poker as one of the most useful technique of effort estimation in agile software development. Planning poker is empirically used for estimation of user story and task in the work of Haugen [28], Molokken-ostvold, et al. [29] and Mahnic et al. [30].

1) Planning poker benefits includes

- Scrum team sit together to perform estimations. Team includes scrum master, development team (developer, Analyst, testers) and Product owner.
- In the meeting, team discussed both high and low estimation and decision is made after proper discussion. It avoids the problem of conflict for the future.
- Work begin when all Scrum team members are agreed upon the same consensus so commitment for the projects increase
- Dominance or biasing is avoided as everyone gets a chance to justify himself and everyone’s opinion is welcomed.

2) Estimation process

Planning Poker includes the following steps to estimate user stories.

- Before starts of each sprint, Scrum Master Schedule session with the team to play planning poker with poker cards (say with card number 1 2 3 5 8 and so on).
- Requirements are projected and understood,
- Each team member open a deck of cards and reveal his estimate
- If each team member reached the same consensus, then estimations for the next requirement starts
- Otherwise lower and higher estimator gives a justification, and the requirement can be estimated again
- Once all requirements estimated then team begins with the development of sprint.

The estimation method can be understood with a simple example. Suppose team consist of Scrum Master named Mike and three Team members named Alin, Jone, and Smith. Poker cards are carrying numbers 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 20 and so on. Estimation is performed for the following scenario.

User story: In the e-commerce web site, if any customer searches any item then recent similar purchase items should also appear to make the customer better choice in the purchase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Story</th>
<th>Alin</th>
<th>Jone</th>
<th>Smith</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In the e-commerce web site, if any customer searches any item, then recent similar purchase items should also appear to make the customer better choice in the purchase.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Planning Poker Result

After playing the Card, the estimates by three people are shown in Table 3. All have different estimations Alin gave estimation as three poker points, the lower one and Smith gave as eight poker point, the higher one. A time-bound discussion will get started. Alin justifies that he already worked on a similar scenario and know the algorithm. Smith view is that the algorithm is useful but it requires lots of parameters, and an updated version of the algorithm is also available. At this point if Alin can convince all members and all members are convinced then the user story is estimated using three-story point otherwise re-estimation takes place. After the re-estimation, the result is given in Table 3 below.

At this point, Mike may ask Jone to share his view. As per john, a new algorithm can be used with little uncertainty as he as an experience of using a new version with different parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Story</th>
<th>Alin</th>
<th>Jone</th>
<th>Smith</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In the e-commerce web site, if any customer searches any item, then recent similar purchase items should also appear to make the customer better choice in the purchase.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Planning Poker Re-estimation Result

Now Mike can assign five as story point with the consensus of all as majority number. Re-estimations can further carry on if the lower and upper estimation by member differs by two steps (3 and 8 or 5 and 13) or team is not convinced upon the opinion.

In this research, planning poker method is used to estimate the Cost of the reengineering process.

D. Integrating Reengineering with Agile software development

Many Researchers have integrated reengineering and agile development approach. Sahoo et al. [31] integrated two approaches in N-process model. In this model, iterative reengineering process is defined in three phases named the reverse engineering leg, the reincarnation leg, and the validation leg. Mainly focused on reverse engineering is shown using implementation
sequence diagram (ISD) and implementation class diagram (ICD). Chung et al. [32] give an idea of service-oriented software reengineering using Scrum. They ran multiple sprints in parallel with separate scrum teams for reverse and forward engineering. Multiple sprints in parallel used to provide visual models for service consumption and service production. Cagnin et al. [33] represent a framework called PARFAIT which used GRN pattern language and rational unified process phases (Inception, Elaboration, Construction, and Transition phases) to provide prototype at the very initial stage of reengineering process. Adrian [34] used a short, agile iteration process in the area of aspect-oriented reengineering. The author used various refactoring iterations to analyze the effect on the modularity of the project.

### III. Proposed Agile Reengineering Model

Proposed work is to measure reengineering cost estimation using planning poker estimation in agile Scrum methodology.

Figure 5 shows integration of reengineering tasks with agile scrum methodology. Proposed model retains the essence of agile and reengineering approach. Three phases of reengineering are implemented using Agile Scrum methodology. Sprint of three-week iteration enclosed all three reengineering tasks that is reverse, alteration and forward engineering.

![Figure 5. Proposed Agile Reengineering Model](image)

In proposed work, one sprint performs all the reengineering tasks that are Reverse, alteration, and forward engineering The reengineering tasks might take many numbers of sprints. Completion of each sprint is integrated with the software, and regression testing is performed to ensure successful integration.

Agile reengineering model works as follows.

- Initial iteration planning (time allocation for iteration, team required, and other resources required) is performed in Scrum meeting. Planning is done including all stakeholders.
- Planning includes number of weeks per iteration (Sprint) to accommodate reverse, forward and alteration.
- Reengineering Requirements analysis in terms of estimating user stories, allocation of story points is performed using planning poker.
- Estimation of cost of reengineering.

- Main reengineering requirement is to reduce complexity of modules to make the software more maintainable.
- Requirements required to implement in one sprint are assigned to the sprint backlog.
- One sprint is used to perform the tasks of forward, alterations and reverse engineering for the requirements.
- Daily planning in short scrum meetings is performed every day.
- Retrospective actions are taken to ensure the implementations of required objectives. Re-estimation requirements and speed of requirement implementations (velocity) are also verified.
- All increments are integrated to get the final system and tested to ensure error free integration.

#### A. Cost Estimation

Usman et al. [35] proved that planning poker is the most extensively used technique in agile software development for cost estimation as compared to the other existing estimation techniques and story point is the metric used most frequently to determine size. It is proved that planning poker estimations are more accurate when the team is having related experience with similar projects. Molokken-ostvold et al. [29] and Mahnic et al. [30] also identified that planning poker produces more accurate estimations as compared to the statistical combination of expert’s estimates. In this research work, planning poker in Scrum is used for reengineering cost estimations. User stories are estimated using planning poker. For large and complicated stories, it is better to break the story into the sub-tasks and similarly perform task estimations. Generally, User story points are assigned in the product backlog, and the task is estimated in the sprint backlog.

Story points and number of days required to accomplish the tasks are correlated with each other. As suggested by Cohn [26], one story point equals to one day. For example for 13 story points assigned to a task and if one point takes 12 hrs to accomplish then 13*12 is 156 hrs. Considering 6 hrs as actual efficient work by team member then 156*2 is 312 hrs (i.e. time taken to complete 13 point story). Total days would be 312/24 that is 13 days. Hence the whole time of iteration for 13 story point is 13 days. If we have to assign the iteration length based on this, then it will better to assign as iteration cycle of 3 weeks as the extended days can give developer to review and retrospective the development. As reengineering project undergoes through three different phases (Reverse, Alteration, and forward engineering), duration of iteration cycle must take care of complete fulfillment of all these phases. Selection of iteration length is essential. Various factors can affect this choice like project release time, case of uncertainty in work, stability in prioritizations, and ease of stakeholder feedback. The iteration length should neither be too long nor too short. It must give ample time to the team to do the work efficiently and accurately. It is also essential to prioritize user stories.
Thus in this proposed work, one Sprint of 3-weeks duration completes the entire reengineering process.

As measured by Cohn [26] estimation includes the workforce cost as well as hidden expenses that are nearly 50% of employee annual salary. Accumulated Salary includes employee’s annual Salary and all other expenditure for resources provided to employee. Accumulated salary per iteration represents expenditure per iteration. Cost estimations for the reengineering project can be computed using the following formulations.

Accumulated Salary expenditure

\[ \text{Accumulated Salary} = \text{Annual salary} + 50\% \times (\text{Annual salary due to the expenditure of another source}) \]

(1)

Accumulated Salary per iteration

\[ \text{Accumulated Salary per iteration} = \text{Accumulated Salary} / (52/\text{Total time of one iteration that is three weeks}) \]

(2)

Accumulated Cost per time spent

\[ \text{Accumulated Cost per time spent} = (\text{Accumulated Salary per iteration}) \times \text{(percentage of total time spent per iteration)}. \]

(3)

Total cost per iteration

\[ \text{Total cost per iteration} = \text{Sum of Accumulated Cost per time spent} \]

(4)

If x number of story points per iteration then

\[ \text{Cost of story point per iteration is} \]

\[ \text{Cost of story point per iteration} = \frac{\text{Total cost per iteration}}{x}. \]

(5)

### IV. Validation and Analysis of re-engineering cost estimates

Cost estimations are made for those projects which required to be reengineered. Software is developed using Java named ‘Code Level Security’. By applying the Chidambur and Kemerer (CK) metric suit [36] as shown in Table 4, Complexity metrics for each module is determined. Six basic metric set of CK metric suit used in this paper includes Weighted Methods per Class (WMC), Coupling Between Object classes (CBO), Depth of the Inheritance Tree (DIT), Number of Children (NOC), Response for a Class (RFC), Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr No</th>
<th>Metric &amp; Classes</th>
<th>WMC</th>
<th>DIT</th>
<th>NOC</th>
<th>CBO</th>
<th>RFC</th>
<th>LCOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Login</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IDE</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>User detail</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>program access report</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Profile detail</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reengineering requirements for the projects are listed in Table 5. The requirements need to be estimated and prioritized. As discussed above, there can be various factors that can influence this estimation like team member’s prior experiences, skill set, level of customer involvement, etc. Size estimations for user story are made using planning poker. Story points are determined and assigned to each story.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr No</th>
<th>Sprint Backlog</th>
<th>Estimated Poker Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The complexity of &quot;user detail module&quot; should be reduced. It should be more maintainable.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The complexity of &quot;IDE module&quot; should be reduced. It should be more maintainable</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The complexity of &quot;Login module&quot; should be reduced. It should be more maintainable</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. User Story estimations for sprint backlog

For performing reengineering, a sprint of 3-week iteration length is decided. This cycle will include reverse engineering, alteration, and forward engineering. Estimation using story point is called as a relative estimation. User stories are further divided into the task with an hour as a unit. It is also called as an absolute estimate. The tasks are shown in Table 6 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr No</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The task of Reverse Engineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Re-documentation /document generation Recovery of design</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Analysis of High-level design</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>Analysis of Low-level design</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Sprint Tasks

The cost of the project is estimated as shown in Table 7. By using planning poker, we have estimated user stories and performed hourly distribution of tasks as shown in Table 5 and Table 6 respectively. Now we can easily determine the cost of one sprint or total cost per iterations using equations discussed in section III. All formulation equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) are measured and results are summarized in Table 7.

Table 7. Cost Estimations

Thus using table 7, measuring cost of story point per iteration is 13900/15 that is 927 approximately. For three iterations, the total cost of the project will be 13900*3 that is 41700. Thus cost estimation determines the total cost of the project.

As measured in the table 7, proposed estimations are easy to measure and any change in the value of data can easily be applied in given formulations. Suppose for new project, time spent by tester is 75% then the accumulated cost per time spent by the tester will be 4350*.75 that is 3262 Approximate. Not only the cost, but proposed work can also determine the schedule of the project. If the velocity of the task performed by team is 15 story points per 3-week iterations and total story points get estimated is 260 then total iterations required will be 260/15 that is nearly 17 iterations. Total project duration will be 17*3 that is 51 numbers of weeks.

Although cost is empirically calculated there are always uncertainty factors that can affect the estimations. In agile development, Cohan [26] suggested uncertainty about +25% in the estimates. Thus as compared to reengineering cost estimation used by various researchers as given in Table 1, proposed cost estimation has following benefits

- Estimations are consensus based and involved all stakeholders
- Less time to estimate and more accuracy as compared to conventional cost estimation methods of reengineering.
- Allow Re-estimation if there is any change in requirements.

Once reengineering cost is estimated, reengineering using the proposed Agile Reengineering model is also performed in the next section.

V. Reengineering Performed

After estimation of cost of reengineering project, reengineering is applied to the modules of the software using Scrum. Reengineering is performed in one sprint of 3-weeks duration.

After reengineering the project, the CK metric values for IDE, Login and user details have been reduced to a greater extent.

As shown in Table 8, there is a drastic reduction in the lack of cohesion for the reengineered project. Weighted method per class (WMC), the coupling between projects (CBO), response for class metrics (RFC) are also reduced in the reengineered project. The reasons for these changes are the reengineering tasks performed on the project. These changes are summarized in Table 9 below

Table 8. CK metric comparison before and after reengineering

Reengineering Tasks

1. Reverse Reengineering
   1.1 Static structured is analyzed using UML class diagrams, and dynamic behavioral is understood using interaction diagrams
   1.2 Data sets are explained on the local machine and
attributes are created on a local computer to understand the working of the project.

2. Alterations & forward engineering

2.1 Login, IDE, User detail forms were entirely re-built with the same functionality as the previous one. "actionPerformed" event on the form was bound and performance against CK metric is analyzed.

2.2 With the team discussion, forms were again rebuilt using an interface "ActionListener" and the following changes have been made

- "ActionListener" was implemented in the class.
- All methods inside that interface were overridden within the class.
- A method name “ActionPerformed” was the key we needed. All the eight buttons namely (Prev, Next, First, Last, New, update, Save, Cancel) now jump to single function only.
- A function named “getActionCommand()” was used to identify which button has been clicked.
- Switch/case is applied for the events according to button clicked and wrote the coding as per our needs.

2.3 Unit testing for each module is performed, and the integration of modules is done in the overall system

2.4 Regression testing is performed to see the effect of rebuild forms in overall project execution by applying various test cases.

2.5 performance against CK metric is analyzed, and reduction in the complexity is noted

Table 9. Reengineering Process Tasks

The difference between the earlier and reengineered system are analyzed pictorial by using Unified Modeling Language class diagrams.
Changes made in data as well as the functions are visualized through class diagrams for reengineered modules.

A. Static Modules Representation

Changes performed in modules are depicted using UML class diagrams. The class representation shows the module before and after modifications.

1) UserDetail [Before Reengineering]

Figure 6 shows the static visualization of UserDetail Class before reengineering. It contains various functions to perform the tasks.

2) UserDetail [After Reengineering, Named ActionListenerFrame]

Figure 7 shows the static visualization of UserDetail Class after the reengineering. The class shows the actionPerformed method bound on the form. Many different functions are encapsulated under the actionPerformed function.
4) Login Class [After Reengineering]

As shown in Figure 9, in this class the various function defined as Login, Password, Cancel and Retrieve Password are encapsulated in the actionPerformed method.

5) IDE [Before Reengineering]

Figure 10 shows the static visualization of IDE Class before reengineering. Multiple events are included in actionPerformed method in the Class Diagram.

B. Maintainability Improvement

Maintainability is a crucial quality factor in software engineering and predicting the maintainability is critical. Various researchers have proposed maintainability models and methods time to time. For object-oriented software maintainability, one of the useful models is suggested by Li et al. [38]. In their proposed model, use of CK metric suit is very prominent. Their work validated that CK metrics like DIT, NOC, RFC, LCOM, and WMC contributes to the prediction of maintenance efforts and by reducing the values of CK metric maintainability can be improved. As the results are shown in Table 8, reengineering efforts in reduced complexity of modules to a significant level. The maintainability improvement for the modules of classes is measured in Table 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No</th>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Maintainability Improvement</th>
<th>Percentage Maintainability Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Login</td>
<td>165 to 65</td>
<td>60.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>IDE</td>
<td>221 to 124</td>
<td>43.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>UserDetail</td>
<td>332 to 83</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10. Maintainability improvement in Reengineered modules

Figure 12 depicts the Percentage improvement in maintainability for all three modules after performing reengineering.
VI. Conclusion

Proposed agile reengineering model estimates the cost of reengineering and performs reengineering implementation. Scrum approach of agile software development is integrated with the reengineering process. Estimation Cost method is easy to determine and more realistic. Estimations are performed using consensus based planning poker method of Scrum. Three weeks sprint cycle is used to implement the reengineering process. Cost Estimations are performed by assigning story points to the modules of the software using planning poker. The cost of story point per sprint, cost of one sprint and the total cost of the software is estimated for performing reengineering. In this research, CK metric suit measures the design complexity of the software modules. Three Modules having higher design complexities are selected for performing reengineering. Reengineering process is performed in three weeks Sprint. After performing reengineering, the reduction of Complexity of three modules is found at a significant level. Results also identified an increase in the maintainability of the reengineered Modules. The proposed research can be helpful to the software development companies which are using Scrum development approach to easily determine cost of reengineering. More modules of the software can be considered for reengineering using Scrum approach and an overall improvement in the software maintenance can be attained. An important point to be considered is that the team having good experience of a similar project will result in good estimation.
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